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England, 1959: Laurel Nicolson is 16 years old, dreaming alone in her childhood tree house
during a family celebration at their home, Green Acres Farm. She spies a stranger coming up the
long road to the farm and then observes her mother, Dorothy, speaking to him. And then she
witnesses a crime.Fifty years later, Laurel is a successful and well-regarded actress, living in
London. She returns to Green Acres for Dorothy’s 90th birthday and finds herself overwhelmed
by memories and questions she has not thought about for decades. She decides to find out the
truth about the events of that summer day and lay to rest her own feelings of guilt. One
photograph, of her mother and a woman Laurel has never met, called Vivian, is her first clue.The
Secret Keeper explores longings and dreams, the lengths some people go to fulfill them, and the
strange consequences they sometimes have. It is a story of lovers, friends, dreamers and
schemers, play-acting, and deception told against a backdrop of events that changed the world.

From the Inside FlapPreface BACKGROUNDThe total-quality philosophy is an approach to
doing business that focuses all of the resources of the organization on the continual
improvement of both quality and competitiveness. To this end, a total-quality organization will
continually, improve its processes, people, and products. This approach is an effective way and,
arguably, the only way to survive and prosper in a globally competitive environment. The global
business environment is like the Olympic Games in that at every meeting, the competition is
better. Records set at the last Games will be broken at the current Games. Performance that is
record-breaking today will be insufficient even to win tomorrow. Consequently, organizations and
the people who run them need to understand the total-quality philosophy and how to use it to
continually improve everything, every day, forever. WHY AND FOR WHOM THIS BOOK WAS
WRITTENThis book was written to provide a "handbook" option to complement the authors'
book Quality Management: An Introduction to Total Quality Management for Production,
Processing, and Services. Quality Management is a comprehensive college-level text designed
for individuals majoring in quality management or quality engineering at both the undergraduate
and graduate levels. Total Quality Handbook, on the other hand, was written to be used in the
following settings: on-site training programs in business, industry, and government; college
classrooms for courses that require a less comprehensive treatment than that provided by
Quality Management (e.g. quality-related courses that are electives in other majors such as
engineering, business, management, or various technology programs); and on-site by
managers, supervisors, engineers, and other personnel who are attempting to apply the total-
quality philosophy in continually improving their organizations. ABOUT THE AUTHORSDavid L.
Goetsch is Provost of the joint campus of the University of West Florida and Okaloosa-Walton
Community College in Fort Walton Beach, Florida. He is also president of the Development



Institute (TDI), a private company dedicated to the continual improvement of quality, productivity,
and competitiveness. Dr. Goetsch is co-founder of The Quality Institute, a partnership of the
University of West Florida, Okaloosa-Walton Community College, and the Okaloosa Economic
Development Council. He currently serves on the executive board of the Institute.Stanley B.
Davis was a manufacturing executive with Harris Corporation until his retirement in 1991. He was
founding managing director of The Quality Institute and is a well-known expert in the areas of
implementing total quality, statistical process control, just-in-time manufacturing, benchmarking,
ISO 9000, and ISO 14000. He currently serves as professor of quality at the Institute and heads
his own firm, Stan Davis Consulting.From the Back CoverTotal Quality Handbook provides
practical, easy-to-use information for both students and practitioners in the field of quality
management. Global competition and the ever-increasing expectations of customers demand
that organizations improve their performance continually. This need for continual improvement is
unrelenting and ongoing. Performance levels that are competitive today may not be competitive
tomorrow. An organization's products, processes, people, and services must get better every
day if it is going to survive and prosper in the global marketplace.Total Quality Handbook can be
used both in college classrooms and in business, industry, and government training settings.
Readers will find the following features of the book helpful:All information is presented in a
practical, easily applied format with extensive use of checklists and other helpful tools.Only the
core "must-know" information about total quality is included. There is no "fluff" to sort
through.The teaching approach focuses on application. Each chapter contains practical
application activities at the end.Major topics covered are as follows:Strategic planningQuality
cultureCustomer satisfactionEmpowerment of employeesLeadershipChangeTeam
buildingTrainingQuality toolsProblem solving and decision makingExcerpt. © Reprinted by
permission. All rights reserved.PrefaceBACKGROUNDThe total-quality philosophy is an
approach to doing business that focuses all of the resources of the organization on the continual
improvement of both quality and competitiveness. To this end, a total-quality organization will
continually, improve its processes, people, and products. This approach is an effective way and,
arguably, the only way to survive and prosper in a globally competitive environment. The global
business environment is like the Olympic Games in that at every meeting, the competition is
better. Records set at the last Games will be broken at the current Games. Performance that is
record-breaking today will be insufficient even to win tomorrow. Consequently, organizations and
the people who run them need to understand the total-quality philosophy and how to use it to
continually improve everything, every day, forever.WHY AND FOR WHOM THIS BOOK WAS
WRITTENThis book was written to provide a "handbook" option to complement the authors'
book Quality Management: An Introduction to Total Quality Management for Production,
Processing, and Services. Quality Management is a comprehensive college-level text designed
for individuals majoring in quality management or quality engineering at both the undergraduate
and graduate levels. Total Quality Handbook, on the other hand, was written to be used in the
following settings: on-site training programs in business, industry, and government; college



classrooms for courses that require a less comprehensive treatment than that provided by
Quality Management (e.g. quality-related courses that are electives in other majors such as
engineering, business, management, or various technology programs); and on-site by
managers, supervisors, engineers, and other personnel who are attempting to apply the total-
quality philosophy in continually improving their organizations.ABOUT THE AUTHORSDavid L.
Goetsch is Provost of the joint campus of the University of West Florida and Okaloosa-Walton
Community College in Fort Walton Beach, Florida. He is also president of the Development
Institute (TDI), a private company dedicated to the continual improvement of quality, productivity,
and competitiveness. Dr. Goetsch is co-founder of The Quality Institute, a partnership of the
University of West Florida, Okaloosa-Walton Community College, and the Okaloosa Economic
Development Council. He currently serves on the executive board of the Institute.Stanley B.
Davis was a manufacturing executive with Harris Corporation until his retirement in 1991. He was
founding managing director of The Quality Institute and is a well-known expert in the areas of
implementing total quality, statistical process control, just-in-time manufacturing, benchmarking,
ISO 9000, and ISO 14000. He currently serves as professor of quality at the Institute and heads
his own firm, Stan Davis Consulting.Read more
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Sherry Sharpnack, “The End Saves the Middle in a Dual Timeline. Another back-and-forth in
time novel. At least this one spends equivalent amounts of time in each time period: "present"
day (2011) and 1941.Laurel is a renowned actress, who had an idyllic 60's childhood in the
country w/ her large family, other than witnessing a very startling event as a teen involving her
mother and a strange man. She has kept her mother's secret for many years now, but now that
her mother is dying, Laurel wants to know the truth about what happened. How come her mother
has never told any of her children about her life BEFORE she became their mother?Unusually
for me, the sections of the story moved far more slowly than the current day ones did. I have a
hard time reading a book in which I don't like the protagonist, and I will just say flat out that I don't
like Dolly (Laurel's mother as a young woman) one bit. Dolly is immature, and feels that she
deserves more out of life, and will use her sweet boyfriend to help her "get back" at the posh
young woman across the street whom Dolly feels "wronged" her. Who are we, the readers,
supposed to care for: Dolly or the young woman across the street, Vivien?What saved this novel
for me was the 180º turn in the story at the end, which was NOT telegraphed at all! Otherwise, a
large chunk of the novel could have been edited out and we could still have enjoyed the story.
Rounded up to 4 stars simply b/c of the ending.”

Meglet, “The lies we tell and the secrets we keep. I had a lump in my throat and pit in my
stomach the entire time I was devouring this book. I've read all of Kate Morton's novels with deep
satisfaction, but none of them rocked me, choked me, and held me in a mysterious state of
*dread* the way this one did. I began grieving the minute I began reading. But I wouldn't put it
down. It was a personal journey of self-reflection and discovery as well as a compelling story.The
novel opens with a jaw-dropping vignette told with little embellishment. It reminds me of a similar
birthday celebration cut short with a cake knife, the incident that changed the course of the
Mortmain family's idyllic life in "I Capture The Castle." (A lovely classic coming-of-age drama in
which, as in Morton's novels, transformation and redemption play large roles, and we are
reminded that one can "come of age" over and over with the passage of time.) The events of that
day are a climax and a begining at the same time.The story moves up and down stream from
1938 to 1941 to 1961 to 2011 without stumbling. The three main characters, Dorothy, Vivien,
and Laurel, are each classic Morton tropes: the mother with a past, the friend involved in a
betrayal, and the daughter trying to find the answers that will solve a mystery and reveal her
mother as a woman as well as a mum. The story belongs to Dorothy Nicolson, but it's up to her
daughter Laurel to tell it.As an actress, Laurel is world famous for being able to slip into the coat
of someone else's skin, to reveal what lies beneath without flaying them in grotesque caricature.
We all eventually "turn into" our mothers but Laurel goes about it deliberately. Morton never
strays too far into Laurel's professional life, keeping her moving and the narrative with her. But
casting Laurel as an actress was a deliberate choice made by the author, one of many juicy



literary devices employed throughout the novel.The supporting players, the men, are just as
skillfully portrayed. Dorothy's first love Jimmy is uncomplicated and wholesome, an Everyman
who is so easily loveable and who loves so easily. Even Jimmy's bit-player father leaves a
powerful impression based purely on his presence alone. Dorothy's only son and Laurel's baby
brother Gerry stands out from the "garden" of Nicolson daughters, not because he's the boy, or a
witness or detective, but because Morton describes him so beautifully, even tenderly. Henry
Jenkins is the most enigmatic of the supporting cast, but for most of the book, he should be. He
is the man whose death so deeply shocks Laurel as it first flutters the carefully drawn curtains
blacking out Dorothy's past. As in her other novels, the passage of time, the past, heartbreak,
love, mystery, secrets, and redemption are the themes each character must struggle with. Every
character, not just the leads. Everyone had their cross to bear. Which of course is true for us all.
We all bring our own experience to everything we read, and perhaps that's why I've been so
much more profoundly moved by this novel. To have held vigil to loved ones' slow struggle, the
unique labor of dying, brought so much to bloom behind the crackling backdrop of this story. It
felt as though I was battling the book, as though it was dragging bits and pieces out of me just as
much as I was trying to wrench it into a whole, manageable piece. Laurel's journey to uncover
her mother's secrets as she lay dying didn't feel like a race against the clock, which it so easily
could have, under different author's curation. It flowed smoothly, an acceptance of the ravages of
time united with the determination to sweep away as many cobwebs as possible in what little of
that precious commodity remained. Morton doesn't spend too much time on minutiae, as she did
in The Distant Hours, dulling what could've been a sharp tale. Here in The Secret Keeper her red-
ribboned blade flashes as she deftly builds characters while moving the story forward at a
gripping pace. She doles out bits and pieces like rationed boiled candy, enough to keep the
reader satisfied while keeping you craving for more.This is not a beautiful novel. It is spare by
Morton's standards. In sticking so closely to her characters, Morton sacrifices the beautiful
sense of time and place she evoked almost too heavily in her previous works. It's like she
consciously worked to shed descriptive material to focus on her characters thoughts, feelings,
and reactions to each other and their environment, which is risky. Her one true outlet is through
the lens of Jimmy's camera, allowing the narrative to pause to describe the horrors of the Blitz.
This was a wise choice, because to understand what motivated each character, the reader
needs understand something of the frenzied, fatalistic pathos that flourished amongst
Londoners as the bombs rained down.In Morton's novels, the Big Mystery (the why, when,
where, and how) is always paralleled with the measured discovery of the Who - the revealing
details of the characters' personalities, strengths, flaws, and choices. She simultaneously
fleshes out characters while flushing out the truth.There are many kinds of trials, many things to
survive, many types of survivors. A common theme in Morton's work, each soul is this novel
must struggle to survive their own challenges, the battles wrought by their own personalities.
Even in the darkest night of the Blackout, where a sliver of light was criminal, life found a way to
illuminate people's greatest flaws with harsh truths and harsher lies. Life also finds a way to grant



second chances, so rare and precious that some, like Dorothy Nicolson, will never stop being
grateful, and will do everything she can to make that second chance count. She dedicated
herself to spreading light and locking away the dark shadows of her past. She spent time in
reflection and spent time in reflecting the lessons she learned. We could all stand to do the
same. We may each choose to wander in our own intentional darkness, but every now and then
a book like this is a mirror focused on the reader with blinding inquisition, and all you can do is
let it show you what you dare to let it. It's that infamous painful progress of life, moving you
forward through time, bending and twisting you into whatever or whoever you're going to
become.”

Karen B, “a sublime and beautifully realised tale. Like all of Kate Morton's books, The Secret
Keeper, a novel that is set in three different periods and follows the lives of three very different
women, all linked by a terrible secret, is a rare treasure. This is because it's a story like those you
used to read of old, when you were a child and believed that dreams could be fully inhabited,
and that your wardrobe really could lead to other worlds, and boarding schools were invented
simply to enjoy high teas with friends. This is what I think of as a rainy day novel, the type
transports you out of your lounge room, off your cushion, and into another time and place;
immerses you in the lives of others making you care, dislike or even love them deeply. So much
so, that when the tale ends, you feel as if a little part of you has dimmed.So it is with Morton's
fourth book and, in my mind, one of her best. The Secret Keeper, as the blurb on the back
teases, starts in a sleepy, gentle 1961, when young Laurel, a teenager on the brink of
womanhood, witnesses her mother, Dorothy, plunging a knife into a strange man's chest, killing
him instantly.Propelled away from the violence and into 2011, we meet Laurel once again, this
time as an accomplished actor in her sixties at the twilight of a brilliant career. Dorothy is about
to turn ninety and all the children are summoned home to be beside her, knowing her days are
finite and precious. One of five siblings, Laurel is the eldest and, being back with her mother
conjures up memories of her past and that inexplicable day when her dreamy, imaginative
mother committed a terrible crime - a crime for which she was never held accountable and which
Laurel has always kept secret.As her mother's health fades, Laurel determines to uncover the
secret that she has kept, to find out who the murdered man was to her mother and what
prompted her parent to act in such a way. Discovering a photo she's never seen before, an
inscription in a book that bears the name Vivian, Laurel is given her first clues and so, with the
help of her brother, Gerard, she sets out to solve the mystery that's shrouded her entire life.This
is a sublime novel that moves between 1941 and the London Blitz, to 1961 and then forward to
contemporary times, shifting gently, like a soft pressure on the back, as if in a slow dance. It also
segues from England to Australia and, in doing so, captures the lives and mores of different
women in very different eras. Through the eyes of ambitious, romantic and fanciful Dorothy, who
believes herself born to be exceptional, we come to war-torn London, where women worked in
service and for their country. Physically attractive, Dorothy turns her back on her family in order



to tread the path she believes the fates have carved just for her. Meeting Jimmy, a photographer
with an eye for beauty and a loyal heart, she finds love, but it's when she becomes the
companion of an elderly rich woman and meets her neighbour, the enigmatic and beautiful
Vivian, married to a famous author, that more than fate intervenes with tragic
consequences.Then, there's Vivian herself, a child of the antipodes who, through terrible
circumstances finds herself in England and at the whim of cruel and dangerous forces, which
work to shape and change her.From different classes and with very different outlooks on life,
Laurel cannot fathom what brought her mother into Vivian's sphere or vice-a-versa, but as she
slowly uncovers letters, journals and more pictures, and begins to make the connections, Laurel
begins to understand that she's not the only one keeping secrets...Morton has very much made
secrets, letters, memories and diaries, the never mind photographs and stories within stories
part of her very female (but not so it excludes male readers, many of whom I know devour her
books too) ouevre. In her gifted hands and wonderful imagination, she uses these tropes deftly
and smoothly, allowing different voices to share in the story in which readers inevitably become
lost.There is something lilting and magical about Morton's prose, her turn of phrase; her
exquisite way of rendering the ordinary extraordinary. One example is when Dorothy (Dolly) is
working for her peevish lady: `"Perish the thought," Dolly said, posting the boiled sweet through
her mistress' pursed lips.'The simple word "posting" (think what else could have been used) is
so perfect and transforms what Dolly is doing, making the action something you don't just read
about, but witness. That's the beauty of Morton's writing - it appears effortless, flows, but words
like that reveal the thought and choice that goes into every sentence. A friend of mine (a fellow
writer) once wrote that she had word-envy when reading a particular author. I understand that
emotion when reading Morton.What I particularly liked in this book as well is that Morton is not
above giving the critics a bit of a serve. At one point in the novel, she has Laurel reflecting on her
prefect childhood: "The sort of home life that was written about by sentimental novelists in the
type of books branded nostalgic by critics. (Until that whole business with the knife. That's more
like it the critics would have puffed.)."Managing to be both self-aware and slightly self-
deprecating at the same time she also silences those who might suggest (as some reviewers
have) that Morton has become too formulaic, almost saying, what's wrong with that? Or I choose
to write this way. I cheered when I read that and thought what's wrong with capturing a corner of
the market like Morton has and relishing "nostalgia" and "family drama", celebrating it and
making that niche your own? For this is what Morton has certainly done. Not that there's
anything wrong with that - not when novels like this are produced.The Secret Keeper is best
described as a delicious book. It's something you'll want to savour, to reflect upon, to appreciate
for the work of literary art that it is before you return for a second and third serve. This review
(and many others) also appears on my website: [...]”

Lyncie, “Amazing read!. Being a voracious reader I found the Secret Keeper both mesmerizing
and engaging! It is among my very favorite books. Kate Morton is a gifted storyteller and



weaves her characters lives together in ways that keep you up at night, unwilling to let them be,
until you read “just one more page”! This books lingers hauntingly, leaving you wanting to know
just one more titbit!!Highly commend and recommend this book and author!”

Mia, “Beautiful story. I really enjoyed this book , t is quite a long book but easy reading , I bought
this to read whilst away on holidayPlease take a moment to push the helpful button and make
my time typing up and reviewing worthwhile  ”

Christine Wilson, “Page Turner. Kate Morton’s story is spilt across two timelines - Dorothy
(Dolly) in wartime England and Laurel and her family in modern day. Laurel’s mother Dorothy is
dying of old age but has a secret - a secret that Laurel had witnessed in part as a child. Laurel
feels it imperative to try and reveal that secret before her mother dies - to give her peace.In
wartime England Dolly tries to live the life she feels she deserves to live. Aided by the near
perfect Jimmy she hatches a plan with far reaching consequences.I nearly abandoned this book
at one point as I slowly realised I disliked the Dolly character intensely. Selfish and one
dimensional it seemed hard to care about her. But I stuck with it because of the other characters
and the master storytelling. Everything was brought to life so clearly and I was fascinated to work
out what the secret could be.I think I partially worked out some of it - based on my dislike of Dolly
but mainly the brilliant ending was still full of surprises for me. And very nicely satisfying. Old
houses often contain great secrets and old people of Laurel’s generation often have great
stories. My own mother having just died ...This is a great book. A good plot well crafted and told.
A satisfying ending and lots of war time atmosphere. I stayed awake til 2.30am today finishing it. I
can’t remember the last book that engaged me so much. I’m glad I stuck with it.”

lilydog3, “A stunning read.. A stunning read.Wow!! I have read The distant Hours and The Lake
House by Kate Morton and I really enjoyed both and so,I ordered The Secret Keeper.Its difficult
to say that this was my favourite of her books because they have all been so good but,this book
just kept on giving.Twists and turns a plenty.It was a real page turner for me.And then to top it
all,there is a twist at the end which I really did not see coming.I did wonder,at times and with
much enjoyment, how the events of the book all fitted together and boy! did the last few pages fit
all the pieces together.So,so clever.What a writer Kate Morton is.I have ordered The Forgotton
Garden,also by Kate Morton and can not wait to get started.”

irena mj, “Hated the first half - couldn't put it down the second half.. I found female characters
really unrelatable and unsympathetic or downright vile. Didn't like the first half of the book and
would read one chapter of it then switch to reading another book, even considered giving up on
it. The skipping between years and going back and forth over 100 years was at first just trying
but it got better once I was at 60%. Then I couldn't put it down and wanted to find out the
resolution. It does give you all the answers and the story works quite well. I don't like stories that



have a big big build up, a big mystery but ultimately disappoint - this one didn't.”

The book by David L. Goetsch has a rating of 5 out of 4.5. 10,665 people have provided
feedback.
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